We describe a novel technique to handle big permutation domains for large groups. It is applied to the multiplicity-free action of the sporadic simple Baby Monster group on the cosets of its maximal subgroup F i 23 , to determine the character table of the associated endomorphism ring.
Introduction
In recent years there has been increasing interest in dealing with large permutation representations, in particular of the sporadic finite simple groups. The aim of the present paper is to describe a novel technique to handle big permutation domains for large groups, and to give a substantial example application. The basic setup is as follows:
Let G = G be a finite group acting from the right on a finite set X. For a given x 1 ∈ X we want to enumerate the G-orbit x 1 G := {x 1 g ∈ X; g ∈ G} ⊆ X. This can be achieved efficiently with the well-known orbit-stabiliser algorithm given as Algorithm 1. As for its correctness recall that since only elements of G are applied, only points in x 1 G are put into D, and since x 1 G is finite, Algorithm 1 indeed terminates. After termination all generators of G have been applied to all points in D, therefore D contains all points in the G-orbit x 1 G exactly once. Note that here we do not need to know the group order |G|, nor whether G acts faithfully on X. Moreover, S contains generators for the stabiliser Stab G (x 1 ), as is implied by Schreier's Theorem, see e. g. (Johnson, 1990, La.2.3. 3), which we recall for convenience: If T = {t x ∈ G; x ∈ x 1 G} ⊆ G is a transversal for the G-orbit x 1 G with respect to x 1 , i. e. we have x 1 t x = x for all x ∈ x 1 G, and additionally assume t x 1 = 1, then the set S := {tg · (t x 1 tg ) −1 ∈ G; t ∈ T , g ∈ G} ⊆ G of Schreier generators generates Stab G (x 1 ). Experience suggests that most of the Schreier generators typically turn out to be superfluous for generating Stab G (x 1 ).
To perform Algorithm 1 we have to be able to keep all points in x 1 G in the list D in main memory, and we have to be able to recognise whether a given point has already been stored. The necessary storing and recognising of points can of course be done using hashing techniques, such that we only need a nearly constant amount of time to look up a point, regardless of how many points have been stored. But if the G-orbit x 1 G is too large to be stored completely in main memory, Algorithm 1 is no longer feasible. In this paper we present a novel technique allowing us to enumerate very big G-orbits being much too large in this sense; instead we assume that we know the group order |G| and some additional information about G in advance.
In the first part, consisting of Sections 2-5, we discuss the ideas behind this technique and show how these lead to suitable generalisations of Algorithm 1. The basic idea of using a helper subgroup U , recalled in Section 2, was already considered by Richard Parker around 1995 (unpublished), and was independently made explicit in Lübeck et al. (2001) . Based on practical experience, see e. g. Müller et al. (2002) , Müller (2003) , we were led to elaborate on this idea, and to use a whole chain of helper subgroups instead of a single one. To this end we first reconsider the basic idea in a more abstract context in Sections 2 and 3, and then allow for more than one helper subgroup in Section 4. The first part concludes with Section 5, where we briefly indicate how the situation needed to run these methods can be achieved in the most frequent case of linear actions.
The strategy described here has been implemented in GAP (GAP (2005)). Altogether, the implementation of the various orbit enumeration algorithms and hashing techniques needs some 3000 lines of code and will be published soon in a GAP package ORB ), including explicit input data for several examples, in particular the one considered below.
In the second part, consisting of Sections 6-9, we consider a particular application, which actually was part of the original motivation to develop the novel technique presented here, see Müller (2003) : the multiplicity-free action of the sporadic simple Baby Monster group B on the cosets of its maximal subgroup F i 23 , one of the sporadic simple Fischer groups.
Multiplicity-freeness of permutation actions, by way of the associated orbital graphs, is intimately related to the notions of distance-transitivity and distance-regularity, see Ivanov et al. (1995) , Brouwer et al. (1989) as well as to spectra and the Ramanujan property, see Davidoff et al. (2003) , in algebraic graph theory. A lot of information is encoded in concise form in the character table of the endomorphism ring of the underlying permutation module; the necessary facts for this paper are recalled in Section 6.
The multiplicity-free actions of the sporadic simple groups have been classified in Breuer et al. (1996) , and the associated character tables, including the one computed in this paper, have been collected from various sources in Müller (2007) , Breuer et al. (2005) . In particular, for the Baby Monster group B there are four multiplicity-free actions: on the cosets of 2.
2 E 6 (2).2, of 2. 2 E 6 (2), of 2 1+22 .Co 2 , and of F i 23 . The character tables for the former two actions have been determined in Higman (1976) , while the character table for the third one has been computed in Müller (2003) , Müller (2006) , also applying the computational techniques described here.
The aim of the second part now is to determine the character table for the fourth and largest multiplicity-free action of B, on the cosets of F i 23 , which has degree ∼ 10 15 . This action is particularly interesting, since not even the sizes of the associated F i 23 -orbits have been known before, and since it is related to the conjugation action of the sporadic simple Fischer-Griess Monster group M on its 6-transpositions, see Ivanov et al. (1995) .
In Section 7 we provide the infrastructure, consisting of helper subgroups and associated helper sets, to apply the strategy described in Section 4. In Section 8 a combination of the novel computational technique and a group theoretical analysis, using the action of M on its 6-transpositions, is applied to determine the F i 23 -orbits and the associated stabilisers, the result being given in Table 2 . Finally, in Section 9 the character table of the associated endomorphism ring is computed, and given in Tables 7-10 .
Archiving suborbits
The basic idea of the techniques described here is not to store single points in the G-orbit x 1 G, but to archive the G-orbit in bigger chunks. To this end, we use a helper subgroup U < G: to enumerate x 1 G we may as well enumerate the set of U -orbits contained in x 1 G. Thus we want to be able to perform the following two tasks:
(1) Given a point x ∈ X, determine the size |xU | and store appropriate pieces of the U -orbit xU , such that we can later perform (2). (2) Given a point x ∈ X, decide whether or not x lies in one of the already stored U -orbits from (1).
This of course means that this should be done in a better way than just storing all points in xU separately. This is achieved using the following idea, see also Lübeck et al. (2001) : let Y be another finite U -set and let : X → Y be a homomorphism of U -sets, i. e. we have xu = xu ∈ Y for all x ∈ X and u ∈ U .
We then do the following preparations: after enumerating Y completely, using Algorithm 1, in every U -orbit in Y we arbitrarily choose a point and call it U -minimal. Furthermore, for each U -minimal point y ∈ Y we store generators for the stabiliser Stab U (y) together with its order, and for each point y ∈ Y which is not U -minimal we store an element u y ∈ U such that yu y ∈ Y is the U -minimal point in the U -orbit yU . Here we have to assume that is efficiently computable, and that U and Y are small enough such that we can perform these preparations.
A point x ∈ X is called U -minimal if x ∈ Y is U -minimal. Note that in a Uorbit xU ⊆ X there may be more than one U -minimal point. More precisely, if x ∈ X is U -minimal, the set of U -minimal points in xU is exactly xS, where S := Stab U (x), because by definition x is the only U -minimal point in xU and is a homomorphism of U -sets.
Equipped with the above data, we now archive U -orbits xU ⊆ X by only storing their U -minimal points. Given any point x ∈ X, we find a U -minimal point in xU by looking up x ∈ Y : if x is U -minimal, then x := x is already U -minimal and we are done. Otherwise we have computed and stored an element u x ∈ U such that xu x is U -minimal. But then x := xu x ∈ xU is U -minimal, because by it is mapped to xu x = xu x . The point x is called the U -minimalisation of x.
Then to find the set x S of all U -minimal points in x U we look up the stored generators for the stabiliser S and compute the set xS by an application of Algorithm 1.
Since is a homomorphism of U -sets we have Stab U (x ) = Stab S (x ), and thus once we know |x S|, we also know |Stab S (x )| = |S|/|x S| and thus |x U | = |U |/|Stab U (x )|. Therefore, both parts of task (1) are done.
If we are now given a point x ∈ X, we can decide whether we already know the U -orbit xU , by U -minimalising x and looking up its U -minimalisation x . If we already know xU , then we have stored the U -minimal point x . Otherwise, the U -orbit xU is new. Thus task (2) is done as well.
We now turn to the question of what we gain using this idea: to enumerate X completely using Algorithm 1, all points in X have to be stored. In contrast, to enumerate X as described above, for each U -orbit in Y we pick its U -minimal point, y ∈ Y say, and only store the points in {x ∈ X; x = y} ⊆ X, i. e. the points in the fibre of over y. Since only the U -orbits yU being in the image of are needed, we may assume that : X → Y is surjective. Since maps U -orbits in X to U -orbits in Y we have
Hence the number of U -minimal points in X to be stored is
We have N X ≥ 1/|U | · y∈Y |{x ∈ X; x = y}| = |X|/|U |, with equality if and only if |Stab U (y)| = 1 for all y ∈ Y . Thus the saving factor is |X|/N X ≤ |U |, where equality is achieved if and only if Y entirely consists of regular U -orbits.
Letting ν Y be the number of U -orbits in Y , and λ Y := |Y |/ν Y be the average length of the U -orbits in Y , we have
The fraction on the right hand side can be understood as a quotient of average cardinalities of fibres, where in the numerator we average over Y , while in the denominator we average over the U -orbits in Y . Actually, for the common cases discussed in Section 5, where X and Y are linear structures and the homomorphism : X → Y of U -sets is derived from a linear map, the fibres {x ∈ X; x = y} ⊆ X all have one and the same cardinality, which hence equals |X|/|Y |. Thus in this case we indeed get a saving factor of |X|/N X = λ Y . In general, the numerator of course always equals |X|/|Y |, but in practice the denominator does not seem to be under good control.
Some numerical data are given in Table 4 below: e. g. letting X be the subset of the F i 23 -orbit X Recall that the price we pay for this saving is that we need structural information about G, to build up the additional infrastructure with U and : X → Y , and to be able to compute stabiliser orders efficiently.
Orbit enumeration by suborbits
The algorithm presented in this section is the heart of the whole method. For the enumeration of an orbit x 1 G it outperforms a standard orbit algorithm like Algorithm 1, because it can save up to a factor of ∼ |U | in space usage under good conditions. It is also used in a crucial way in the generalisation of the trick from Section 2 to a chain of helper subgroups that is described in Section 4.
We first describe how U -orbits are archived in the slightly more abstract situation in this section, then we present Algorithm 2 and explain all the procedures called in it, before we proceed to define a certain transversal to use Schreier's Theorem and then prove termination and correctness.
We keep the notation from Section 2, that is U < G and : X → Y is a homomorphism of U -sets, we assume that we have chosen a U -minimal point in each U -orbit in Y and again a point x ∈ X is called U -minimal, if x is the chosen U -minimal point in xU .
Now we can perform the following tasks, which are an abstraction of what was described in Section 2, allowing us to formulate Algorithm 2:
(a) For every x ∈ X, find u ∈ U such that xu is U -minimal.
(b) For every U -minimal point x ∈ X, find generators for S := Stab U (x) and the order |S|.
In the sequel let Minimaliser U (x) be the result of a procedure returning an element u ∈ U as in (a), where we assume that Minimaliser U (x) = 1 U whenever x already is U -minimal. Moreover, let BarStabiliser U (x) be the result of a procedure returning |S| and generators for S as in (b). Having (a) and (b) at hand, we can devise procedures StoreSuborbit and LookupSuborbit performing tasks (1) and (2) exactly as described in Section 2:
Information on the U -orbits is collected in a database D. If x ∈ x 1 tU is Uminimal, where t ∈ G, then StoreSuborbit(D, x, t) invokes BarStabiliser U (x), enumerates the orbit xS using Algorithm 1 thereby determining |xU | exactly as described in Section 2. Then it stores the set xS of U -minimal points x ∈ xU in the database D together with |xU |. Hence this allows us to keep track of the total number Size(D) of points in all U -orbits already stored in the database D. In addition, an element t ∈ G with x 1 tU = xU representing the U -orbit is stored as a word in the generators of G. This is used below to define a right transversal of Stab G (x 1 ) in G.
The procedure LookupSuborbit(D, x), where x ∈ X is U -minimal, returns either true or false, depending on whether xU is already stored in D or not. This is just done by looking up x itself, exactly as in Section 2. If x is already stored, we also have access to a representative t ∈ G with x 1 tU = xU stored above.
Note that for both procedures (1) and (2) task (a) was crucial to first reach a U -minimal x at all. Also, as in Section 2, we have to be able to compute orders of any subgroup S ≤ G generated by some subset S ⊆ G, usually by using a relatively small permutation representation for G. Note that the ability to compute subgroup orders also facilitates membership testing for S . Moreover, to save memory, all group elements of G which arise are stored as words in the given generators G and U.
for u ∈ U do append tu to R end for end for end loop Algorithm 2: Orbit-Stabiliser by Suborbits
We now proceed to prove termination and correctness of Algorithm 2. To use Schreier's Theorem from the introduction, we have to define a right transversal of Stab G (x 1 ) in G. As this would be too big to be kept in memory completely, we define the transversal by means of an algorithm that, given x ∈ x 1 G, produces an element t x ∈ G with x 1 t x = x. Remember that for every U -orbit xU in our database we have stored an element t ∈ G such that xU = x 1 tU , and by U -minimalisation we can find an element u ∈ U with x 1 tu being Uminimal.
Given x ∈ x 1 G, we let v := Minimaliser U (x) and then look up xv in the database finding t ∈ G such that xvU = xU = x 1 tU .
With u := Minimaliser U (x 1 t) we have that xv and x 1 tu are both U -minimal and lie in the same U -orbit, thus there is an s ∈ S := Stab U (x 1 tu) with x 1 tus = xv. To compute and uniquely define s we perform Algorithm 1 with the stored and thus fixed generators of S and set s to be the first element found with the above property. We then define t x := tusv −1 . Note that this uniquely defines t x using our stored data.
This definition has two important consequences: firstly because the stored representative for the very first stored U -orbit x 1 U is the identity, we have t x 1 = 1 G . Secondly, if t is the stored representative for a U -orbit x 1 tU then t x 1 t = t and t x 1 tu = tu for u := Minimaliser U (x 1 t).
Now we explain what the procedure SchreierGenerator in Algorithm 2 does to compute generators of Stab G (x 1 ): during the execution of Algorithm 2 we constantly apply a generator g ∈ G to some point x 1 r, where r = tw with t being the stored representative of the U -orbit x 1 tU , and w being some element of U that comes from the last two for loops in the main loop. Then we try to look up the U -orbit x 1 twgU .
In such a situation, x 1 twgU either is a newly found U -orbit, in which case it is stored with twg as its representative, or it is already known. If in the latter case we have w = 1, which happens in the first iteration of the outer loop, the Schreier generator t x 1 t gt −1 x 1 tg is trivial, because t is the stored representative for x 1 tU and tg is the one for x 1 tgU . Therefore Algorithm 2 does not calculate a Schreier generator in that case.
In all other cases x 1 twgU is then known as a stored U -orbit x 1 t U . The procedure call SchreierGenerator(D, x 1 t, g) then returns t tw gt −1 twg by calculating the two transversal elements as described above from stored data.
We now address the question of correctness: Algorithm 2 by construction only stores U -orbits that are contained in x 1 G, thus at any time Size(D) ≤ |x 1 G|. Moreover, in S only elements of the stabiliser Stab G (x 1 ) are collected, thus at any time | S | is a divisor of |Stab G (x 1 )|.
Let first f := 1. In the while loop we first apply the generators G of G to representatives of known U -orbits. At the end of the outer loop the generators U of U are then applied to these representatives, such that in the next iteration of loop new points in the same U -orbits are used. Thus the algorithm will eventually apply all generators of G to all points in all enumerated U -orbits and thus will eventually find all U -orbits. Similarly, all Schreier generators will eventually be found, which by Schreier's Theorem implies S = Stab G (x 1 ). Since |x 1 G| · |Stab G (x 1 )| = |G|, this implies that Algorithm 2 terminates, and returns a database D containing all U -orbits in x 1 G, as well as generators for Stab G (x 1 ).
The above analysis shows that Algorithm 2 also terminates for any 0 ≤ f < 1, and returns part of x 1 G and a subgroup S ≤ Stab G (x 1 ). The idea behind this is as follows: as soon as we have Size(D) · | S | > |G|/2, we conclude that indeed S = Stab G (x 1 ), and in particular we know the size |x 1 G|. Hence if we specify f > 1/2, then Algorithm 2 only computes the fraction f of the whole G-orbit x 1 G, which is often enough for applications, see Section 8.
The above correctness proof shows that in the worst case the running time of Algorithm 2 is no better than the running time of Algorithm 1. Still, in practice a rather small subset of Schreier generators suffices to generate the full stabiliser Stab G (x 1 ), hence typically Stab G (x 1 ) is already reached after a small fraction of the whole computation. Moreover, the counter p typically assumes only very small values, in particular if we enumerate only part of the orbit by specifying f < 1; see also Table 4 . Hence in practice the computation is dominated by enumerating U -orbits, which is done by applying the elements of G only to the stored U -orbit representatives, instead of applying them to all elements of x 1 G. Thus if the infrastructure is set up optimally we are able to obtain a time saving factor of ∼ |U | as well.
Iterating orbit enumeration by suborbits
To archive U -orbits we had to assume that U is small enough such that enumeration of the U -orbits in the helper U -set can be done by Algorithm 1. For large groups G this tends to imply that U is too small to be helpful. Now the idea is to use a larger helper subgroup U < V < G, together with a helper V -set, to enumerate a G-orbit by V -orbits using Algorithm 2, where in turn orbit enumeration in the helper V -set is done by U -orbits, for some small helper subgroup U < V . This is done in a way that we can iterate it to use a chain of subgroups totally ordered by inclusion.
Recall that to perform an orbit enumeration by U -orbits we need a definition of U -minimality and we need to be able to do tasks (a) and (b) from Section 3, that is we need procedures Minimaliser U and BarStabiliser U . We now present the setup for building this infrastructure for V , using the same infrastructure already in place for U .
Let X be a finite G-set, let Z be a finite V -set, and let Y be a finite U -set, together with a homomorphism of V -sets : X → Z and a homomorphism of U -sets : Z → Y . By abuse of notation we denote the composition of and , mapping X to Y , also by : it is a homomorphism of U -sets. We can now use the definition of U -minimality for both the group V acting on Z and the group G acting on X.
In a precomputation we first calculate a transversal L for the left cosets of U in V , that is a subset L ⊆ V of size |L| = [V : U ] such that V = t∈L tU , where we assume the index [V : U ] to be small enough such that this is feasible, and that 1 V ∈ L.
Then we enumerate all of Z by U -orbits. Note that when the U -infrastructure is set up optimally, this saves a factor of ∼ |U | in space usage. In every V -orbit of Z we arbitrarily choose one U -minimal point z and call it V -minimal. We run the V -orbit by U -orbit enumeration of that V -orbit with starting point z using Algorithm 2, such that we get as an additional result the order and generators for Stab V (z), which we store together with z. Note that during this calculation we store every U -minimal point in zV .
Further, for every U -minimal point w ∈ zU , w = z, we store a word in the generators of Stab U (z) = Stab U (w) mapping w to z. For every U -minimal point w ∈ zV \ zU we compute and store the number of an element of L mapping w into the U -orbit zU . Note that this is possible, because for every point w ∈ zV there is an element of V mapping it to z and thus an element of L mapping it into zU .
We now define similarly to the above a point x ∈ X to be V -minimal if x ∈ Z is V -minimal. With these preparations we can now perform the procedures Minimaliser V for all points in X, and BarStabiliser V for V -minimal points in X in the following way:
Given any x ∈ X, we first use Minimaliser U to find a U -minimal point w := xu ∈ X for some u ∈ U . Thus by definition w is U -minimal as well, because it is mapped by to w. Therefore, w was stored during our precomputation. Let z ∈ Z be the chosen V -minimal point in wV .
There are three cases: firstly, if w = z, then we are done, returning v := u, since w is V -minimal by definition. Secondly, if w ∈ zU , w = z, then since both z and w are U -minimal, we have a stored element s ∈ Stab U (z) = Stab U (w) ≤ U such that ws = z and we can return v := us. If w / ∈ zU we have stored an element t ∈ L such that wt ∈ zU , thus letting u := Minimaliser U (wt), the above cases finally give us an element v := utu s such that xutu s is Vminimal. In all three cases, we have found an element v ∈ V such that xv is V -minimal thereby finding Minimaliser V (x).
If x ∈ X is V -minimal we have that x is the V -minimal point in xV and thus we have stored the order and generators for Stab V ( x) during our precomputation using Algorithm 2. Therefore we can easily provide a procedure BarStabiliser V .
The definition of V -minimality for points in X together with the procedures Minimaliser V and BarStabiliser V now fulfil exactly tasks (a) and (b) from Section 3 with Z in place of Y and in place of and V in place of U . Thus we can iterate the saving trick in this way and enumerate G-orbits by V -orbits.
Note that in practice the above-mentioned precomputations can all be done on the fly whenever a point x ∈ X is encountered which is mapped by to an as yet unknown V -orbit xV ⊆ Z. Moreover, to compute a transversal L for the left cosets of U in V , we can just use a transitive V -set a point stabiliser of which is contained in U and enumerate it by U -orbits.
Finally, this can be iterated as follows: let U 1 < U 2 < · · · < U k < U k+1 := G be a chain of helper subgroups, together with U i -sets Y i and homomorphisms
where we let Y k+1 := X. Then we are able to enumerate a G-orbit in X by U k -orbits using Algorithm 2. To do so, for k ≥ i ≥ 2 in turn U i -orbits in Y i are enumerated by U i−1 -orbits, also using Algorithm 2. Finally U 1 -orbits in Y 1 are enumerated using Algorithm 1.
Common case: linear actions
In this section we describe concrete cases in which the above methods can be used, together with ways to find suitable helper sets and subgroups. These techniques have already been applied successfully in the single helper subgroup case to various substantial examples, see for example Lübeck et al. (2001) , Müller et al. (2002 ), Müller (2003 .
Action on vectors
Let X be a finite-dimensional F G-module, where F is a finite field and F G is the group algebra of G over F . Then in particular X can be considered as a G-set. Let U < G be a subgroup such that there is an F U -submodule 0 < X < X| U . Then the natural map : X → X/X =: Y to the quotient F Umodule Y is a homomorphism of F U -modules, and thus is a homomorphism of U -sets.
The quotient F U -module Y has to fulfil several conditions in order to be of practical use: on the one hand, the F -dimension of Y has to be small enough such that all its U -orbits can be enumerated in the precomputation and such that we can store the necessary information for U -minimalisation. On the other hand, the F -dimension of Y has to be big enough such that the average size of the U -orbits in Y is as big as possible.
We thus have to find an appropriate helper subgroup U together with a good quotient fulfilling these conditions simultaneously. For example, we might guess a subgroup U , and try to find a suitable F U -submodule X by using the algorithms to compute submodule lattices described in Lux et al. (1994) , available in the MeatAxe (Ringe (2003) ).
Note that a possible pitfall is that the zero vector in Y is necessarily Uminimal, hence all points in X are U -minimal as well. Thus, given x 1 ∈ X, all points in x 1 G ∩ X have to be stored, which means that for these points we do not save anything. A possible remedy is to choose X < X such that x 1 G ∩ X = ∅, but this poses a further condition for the quotient to be good, which cannot always be fulfilled. Now we proceed as follows: first we choose helper subgroups U < V < G. Then we try to find an F V -submodule 0 < X < X| V , and subsequently we try to find an F U -submodule 0 < X /X < (X/X )| U , which amounts to looking for an F U -submodule X < X| U which contains X . We then let Z := X/X and Y := X/X . The natural maps : X → Z and : X → Y are then homomorphisms of F V -modules and F U -modules, respectively, and factors through as required. Of course this procedure can be iterated for more than two helper subgroups to get a whole chain of submodules.
Projective action
In the situation of Section 5.1 we can also use projective action, i. e. the natural action on the set P(X) of one-dimensional F -subspaces of X. The action on P(X) is usually implemented by choosing an F -basis for X, and storing onedimensional subspaces as normalised vectors, i. e. vectors in which the first nonzero entry is equal to 1; note that this choice of representative depends on the chosen F -basis. The action of a group element, given by a representing matrix, is then vector-matrix multiplication, followed by multiplying with a scalar to re-normalise vectors.
Given an F U -submodule X < X| U , the natural map : X → X/X =: Y induces a map from P(X) → P(Y )∪{0}, where all one-dimensional F -subspaces of X are mapped to the zero-space {0} ≤ Y . Since 0 ∈ Y is fixed under the action of U , this again is a homomorphism of U -sets.
In practice, if we have dim F (X) = d and dim F (X ) = e, we may choose an F -
Writing the vectors in X with respect to this F -basis, and writing the vectors in Y with respect to the truncated F -basis (b 1 +X , b 2 +X , . . . , b d−e +X ), the natural map is just taking the first d − e components. Note that using these F -bases we do not have to re-normalise vectors after applying the natural map.
Action on d-dimensional subspaces
Similar to the projective action case, for any 1 < d ≤ dim F (X) we get a natural homomorphism of U -sets from the set of d-dimensional F -subspaces of X to the set of F -subspaces of Y of dimension at most d.
After choosing an F -basis for X, the d-dimensional F -subspaces of X are described by matrices of full rank d in full echelon form. Hence the action of a group element, given by a representing matrix, on such a d-dimensional F -subspace is matrix-matrix multiplication, followed by computing the full echelon form of the resulting matrix. In practice, we choose F -bases as described in Section 5.2.
Note that typically the set of F -subspaces of Y of dimension at most d, where we assume dim F (Y ) > d, is too large to be enumerated completely. Thus in practice we only consider the F -subspaces of dimension exactly d in Y , and treat the F -subspaces of X being mapped by to F -subspaces of dimension less than d as "zero vectors". But since for the latter we do not save anything, the saving factor might become too small. A possible remedy is to consider various quotients X/X , X/X , X/X , . . ., and to treat only those F -subspaces of X as "zero vectors" which by all associated natural maps are mapped to F -subspaces of dimension less than d. For an application of this idea see (Müller, 2003, Sect.III.15 .2) and Müller et al. (2002) .
Endomorphism rings and their character tables
We recall the necessary facts about permutation modules and their endomorphism rings; as general references see e. g. Müller (2003) , Zieschang (1996) , Bannai et al. (1984) .
Let G be a finite group, let H ≤ G and let n := [G: H]. Let X = ∅ be a transitive G-set such that Stab G (x 1 ) = H, for some x 1 ∈ X, and let X = r i=1 X i , where the X i ⊆ X are the H-orbits. The number r ∈ N is called the rank of X. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ r we choose x i ∈ X i and g i ∈ G such that x 1 g i = x i , where we assume g 1 = 1 and X 1 = {x 1 }, and we let H i := Stab H (x i ) ≤ H and
For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the orbits Γ i := (x 1 g, x i g)G ⊆ X × X of the diagonal action of G on X × X are called orbitals; hence we have |Γ i | = |G|/|H i | = nk i . Let 1 ≤ i * ≤ r be defined by Γ i * = (x i , x 1 )G, then X i * is called the H-orbit paired to X i ; note that we have k i * = k i . Let the i-th orbital graph be the simple directed graph with vertex set X and edge set Γ i , and let A i = [a i,x,y ] ∈ {0, 1} n×n , with row index x ∈ X and column index y ∈ X, be its adjacency matrix, i. e. we have a i,x,y = 1 if and only if (x, y) ∈ Γ i .
Let ZX be the associated permutation ZG-module, and let E := End ZG (ZX) be its endomorphism ring, i. e. the set of all Z-linear maps ZX → ZX commuting with the action of G. By Schur (1933) , see also (Landrock, 1983 , Ch.II.12), the set {A i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ r} ⊆ E is a Z-basis for E, called the Schur basis, and it can also be considered as a C-basis for E C := E ⊗ Z C ∼ = End CG (CX), which is a split semisimple C-algebra. Moreover, E is commutative if and only if the permutation character 1 G H ∈ ZIrr C (G) associated with the G-set X is multiplicity-free, i. e. all the constituents of 1 G H occur with multiplicity 1, where Irr C (G) denotes the set of irreducible C-valued characters of G.
From now on suppose E is commutative. Then letting Irr C (E) be the set of irreducible C-valued characters of E C , we have |Irr C (E)| = r, and λ(A 1 ) = 1 for all λ ∈ Irr C (E). The character table of E is defined as the matrix Φ E := [λ(A i )] ∈ C r×r , with row index λ ∈ Irr C (E) and column index 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Hence in particular Φ E is invertible. Moreover, there is a natural bijection, called the Fitting correspondence, between the irreducible characters of E C and the constituents of 1 G H ; the Fitting correspondent of λ ∈ Irr C (E) is denoted by χ λ ∈ Irr C (G). In particular, we have 1/χ λ (1) = (1/n) · r i=1 ||λ(A i )|| 2 /k i , where ||·|| denotes the complex absolute value; thus degrees of Fitting correspondents are easily computed from Φ E .
r×r , with row index 1 ≤ h ≤ r and column index 1 ≤ j ≤ r, be the representing matrix of A i for its right regular action on E, with respect to the Schur basis, i. e. we have A h A i = r j=1 p h,i,j A j . Hence the map E → Z r×r : A i → P i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, is a faithful representation of E. The matrices P i are called collapsed adjacency matrices or intersection matrices, since their entries are given by
In particular, the first row and the first column of P i are given as p 1,i,j = δ i,j and p h,i,1 = k h · δ h,i * , where δ ·,· ∈ {0, 1} denotes the Kronecker function, and the column sums of P i are for all j identically given as
The character table of E and the intersection matrices are related as follows: if Φ E is given, the P i are easily computed using the formula
E , where diag[ · ] ∈ C r×r denotes the diagonal matrix having the indicated entries. Conversely, if the P i are given, the set {[λ(A i ); 1 ≤ i ≤ r] ∈ C r ; λ ∈ Irr C (E)}, consisting of the rows of Φ E to be computed, is characterised as the unique C-basis of C r consisting of simultaneous eigenvectors for all the matrices P tr i ∈ C r×r , for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and having 1 as their first entry.
B acting on the cosets of F i 23
We are now ready to consider the promised example. The group theoretical and representation theoretic data concerning the groups involved is available in Conway et al. (1985) . Computations with characters and with permutation and matrix representations are done with GAP (GAP (2005)) and the MeatAxe (Ringe (2003)), in particular we make use of the algorithms to compute submodule lattices described in Lux et al. (1994) . We only indicate the major steps; for more technical details we refer to Müller (2003) , where we have already reported on these computations.
From now on let G := B be the sporadic simple Baby Monster group, and let H := F i 23 be the sporadic simple Fischer group, which is a maximal subgroup of G. Then the permutation character 1 G H has degree 1 015 970 529 280 000 ∼ 10 15 , and by Breuer et al. (1996) it is multiplicity-free of rank r = 23, its constituents have pairwise distinct degrees, and hence in particular are Qvalued. We consider the action of G on the set of right cosets of H, the ultimate aim being to determine the character table of the associated endomorphism ring; recall that not even the sizes of the H-orbits have been known before.
First we construct an F 2 G-module, containing an H-invariant but not Ginvariant vector, placing ourselves into the situation described in Section 5.1: let 4370a be the absolutely irreducible F 2 G-module of F 2 -dimension 4370; by Jansen (2005) this is the smallest faithful representation of G over fields of characteristic 2. Representing matrices for standard generators, in the sense of Wilson (1996) , have been constructed in Wilson (1993) and are available in Wilson et al. (2005) , where also words in the standard generators giving standard generators for H are available. It turns out that 4370a| H has absolutely irreducible constituents 782a and 3588a, the notation as usual indicating F 2 -dimensions. Thus 4370a does not serve our purposes, and we proceed as follows: Table 1 The subgroup chain Since the unique absolutely irreducible ordinary representation of G of degree 4371 has 2-modular constituents 4370a and 1a, where the latter denotes the trivial F 2 G-module, by Thompson's Theorem, see (Landrock, 1983, Cor.I.17.5) , there is a uniserial F 2 G-module M having descending composition series (1a, 4370a). Since 4371| H has absolutely irreducible ordinary constituents having degrees 1, 782 and 3588, we conclude by Zassenhaus's Theorem, see (Landrock, 1983, Cor.I.17.3) , that M | H ∼ = 1a ⊕ 782a ⊕ 3588a as F 2 H-modules. Hence we let 0 = x 1 ∈ M be the non-trivial H-invariant vector, which is not G-invariant, and thus its G-orbit X := x 1 G ⊆ M is isomorphic as a G-set to the set of right cosets of H.
To construct the F 2 G-module M explicitly, we consider the cohomology group Ext
, where the latter are the groups of 1-cocycles and 1-coboundaries of G with values in 4370a, respectively, see (Benson, 1983, Ch.3.4 ). As we already know that there is a non-split extension of 1a with 4370a, we conclude by (Benson, 1983, Cor.2.5.4 
. By an application of the probabilistic technique to compute upper bounds on dimensions of group 1-cohomology described in Lux (1997) , we find dim F 2 (H 1 F 2 (G, 4370a)) ≤ 1, hence we have equality, and thus the probabilistic technique indeed yields a genuine non- 4370a) . Using the interpretation in (Benson, 1983, Prop.3.7. 2) any such 1-cocycle describes the matrix entries for a non-split extension M of 1a with 4370a.
Note that to store a point in M we need 4371/8 = 547 Bytes, hence to store all of X needs 555 735 879 516 160 000 ∼ 5.6 · 10 17 Bytes. Hence we are indeed tempted to apply the strategy described in Section 4. We choose the following chain of subgroups, see Table 1 :
Words in the standard generators for H giving non-standard generators for the maximal subgroup S 8 (2) are available in Wilson et al. (2005) . We derive a suitable small faithful permutation representation of S 8 (2), and by a random search we find standard generators for S 8 (2). The subgroup 2 10 : A 8 < S 8 (2) again is maximal, and since the unique transitive permutation representation of S 8 (2) on 2295 points also is available in terms of standard generators in Wilson et al. (2005) , Algorithm 1 yields generators for 2 10 : A 8 . By a random search we find generators for a complement A 8 of the normal subgroup 2 10 ¡ 2 10 : A 8 , and finally generators for A 7 < A 8 .
As described in Section 5.1, we specify a chain of smaller and smaller quotients M i of M : first let M 5 := M and M 4 := 782a and let π = π 4 be the natural projection of M | H onto its direct summand isomorphic to M 4 . We find that M 4 | U 3 has a uniquely determined quotient module M 3 being isomorphic to a uniserial module with descending composition series (16a, 26a). Moreover, we similarly find that M 3 | U 2 has a uniquely determined submodule of F 2 -dimension 11. The quotient module M 2 with respect to this submodule has Loewy series (1a, 4a, 6a ⊕ 6a, 14a). Finally, M 2 | U 1 turns out to have a uniquely determined quotient module M 1 ∼ = 4a ⊕ 14a. The associated homomorphisms π i : M i+1 → M i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, are just the natural maps.
The F i 23 -orbits
Keeping the notation of Section 6, the next task is to determine the partition X =˙ i=1,...,23 X i ⊆ M of X into the H-orbits X i = x i H by finding suitable representatives x i ∈ X; note that we do not even know the sizes k i = |X i | in advance. To do this, we do not describe the X i directly, but instead find the H-orbits X π i = x π i H ⊆ M 4 . These in turn are enumerated using the strategy described in Section 4, applied to the group H and the chain of helper subgroups U 3 > U 2 > U 1 . The final result is given in Table 2 , where the H-orbits X i are sorted according to their size k i .
If we are given some x i ∈ X, to enumerate x π i H we run Algorithm 2 with some parameter 1/2 < f < 1; some numerical data on how this behaves in practice is given in Table 4 at the end of this section. This ensures that we find
For group theoretical computations, such as the determination of subgroup orders, we use the smallest faithful permutation representation of H on 31671 points, being available in Wilson et al. (2005) .
Hence we have to find suitable representatives x i ∈ X for the H-orbits X i . Beginning with x 1 ∈ X, we apply a few random elements of G, and for the points x ∈ X thus obtained we enumerate x π H. This random search yields 14 of the H-orbits, namely those for i ∈ {1, 7, 11, 13, . . . , 23}, being underlined in Table 2 . These H-orbits of course tend to be the large ones, and summing up the associated orbit sizes k i , and dividing by |X|, we obtain a fraction of ∼ 499/500. Hence it seems rather improbable to find further H-orbits using such a random search. As the small H-orbits for i ∈ {2, . . . , 6, 8, 9, 10, 12} are missing, we are tempted to look for large candidate subgroups of H instead which might occur as stabilisers H i . Now the Schur double cover 2.G := 2.B of the Baby Monster group is a subgroup of the sporadic simple Fischer-Griess Monster group M. More precisely, it is the involution centraliser 2.G = C M (a) of an element a in the 2A-conjugacy class in M, where a is a 6-transposition, since the product of a with any of its conjugates has order at most 6.
Let Z := Z(2.G) = a and let H < 2.G be a subgroup isomorphic to the Fischer group F i 23 , hence we have H ∼ = (H ×Z)/Z. By Norton (1985) we have
, where a, b ∼ = S 3 , where in turn b also is a 6-transposition and ab belongs to the 3A-conjugacy class in M. Given g ∈ 2.G we have (a, b, c) , where c = a g also is a 6-transposition and a, c ∼ = S 3 . Since N 2.G (H ) = a × H , we may assume that H g = H , and thus a, b ∩ a, c = a .
To deduce the corresponding information in G itself, we need to quotient by the subgroup Z, i. e. we have to determine
, while in the non-split case we have (
, a normal subgroup of index 2. Thus we are in the non-split case if and only if
This in turn is the case if and only if there is
We use the table of centralisers of subgroups of M given in (Norton, 1997 , Table 1 ) to look for suitable subgroups being generated by triples (a, b, c) of 6-transpositions, such that a, b ∼ = a, c ∼ = S 3 , and both ab and ac belong to the 3A-conjugacy class in M. The subgroups leaping to mind are listed in Table 3 ; the fourth column indicates whether the split "+" or the non-split "−" case occurs, and in the fifth column the corresponding row of Table 2 is given.
For example, the subgroup generated might be isomorphic to S 4 , where a = (1, 2) and b = (2, 3), while c = (1, 4) or c = (2, 4). There are two such subgroups: one has centraliser S 8 (2) and normaliser S 4 × S 8 (2) in M, while the other has centraliser 2 11 .M 23 and normaliser S 4 × 2 11 .M 23 .
In the first case the involutions in S 4 are 6-transpositions, since they centralise elements of order 17, but the centraliser in M of the 2B-conjugacy class is isomorphic to 2 1+24 .Co 1 , thus has no such elements. It follows from (Norton, 1985, Table 3 ) that there is a conjugacy class of subgroups isomorphic to S 4 , being generated by a triple (a, b, c) where bc also is a 6-transposition. This obviously is a split case, proving row i = 3. In the second case, considering the conjugacy class fusion from S 4 × 2 11 .M 23 to M shows that the transpositions Table 3 Centralizers of certain subgroups of M.
in S 4 indeed are 6-transpositions. This also is a split case, proving row i = 4.
For the other cases we proceed similarly. To check conjugacy class fusions we use the character table library of GAP, even though in many cases they are well-known or easy to see. As it turns out, we rediscover rows i = 11 as well as i = 17 and i = 18, which have already been found by the random search. Moreover, we remark that the existence of stabilisers as in rows i = 2 and i = 3 has also been stated in (Ivanov et al., 1995, p.3422) .
At this stage we have just a single orbit left to find, and the number of points left is 23 478 092 352. Hence the last stabiliser has order 174 182 400, which strongly hints at O + 8 (2) as indicated in row i = 6.
It remains to find representatives x i ∈ X, for i ∈ {2, . . . , 6, 8, 9, 10, 12}, and to prove row i = 6. Given generators for the associated stabiliser H i , we compute the subspace Fix M (H i ) < M consisting of the H i -invariant vectors, and for each x ∈ Fix M (H i ) \ {0, x 1 } we proceed as follows: we compute a few elements y ∈ xG ⊆ M , and check whether y π ∈ M 4 is a point in an H-orbit encountered earlier. If we succeed in proving y π ∈ X π j , for some j, then Algorithm 2 also yields an element h ∈ H such that y π h = x π j . It is then checked whether yh = x j holds, which proves that y ∈ X and hence x ∈ X. It is easy then to compute the associated subgroups H i , and we remark that it turns out that X π i = {0} ⊆ M 4 for i ∈ {3, 4}.
Hence we are left with actually finding generators for the various H i : words in the standard generators of H giving generators of the maximal subgroups H 3 = S 8 (2), and H 4 = 2 11 .M 23 , and H 5 = S 12 are available in Wilson et al. (2005 We conclude this section by presenting some numerical data on the enumeration of the H-orbits X π i = x π i H ⊆ M 4 , for i ∈ {1, 3, 4}, with respect to the helper subgroup U 3 and the map π 3 : M 4 → M 3 . This has been done using a slight modification of Algorithm 2, where we have specified f = 1, but the break condition has been p = 2, i. e. the generators of U 3 are never applied to U 3 -orbit representatives. Moreover, motivated by the analysis at the end of Section 2, for i ∈ {2, 8, 9} all points x ∈ X π i such that |Stab U 3 (x π 3 )| > 10 5 are ignored and their U 3 -orbits simply are not stored. Thus we enumerate a certain subset X ⊆ X π i , which still consists of U 3 -orbits. For the H-orbits whose percentage is marked with a * we increased the stabiliser limit for storing to 3 · 10 10 , and for those marked with a # we imposed no limit at all.
In Table 4 we have compiled the following data: the H-orbits X this is, the number of U 3 -orbits in X , the number N X of U 3 -minimal points in X , and the saving factor N X /|X |. The fractions |X |/ k i being very close to 1 shows that indeed the generators of the helper subgroup have to be applied to orbit representatives only at the very end of an orbit enumeration.
To store a point in M 4 we need 782/8 = 98 Bytes, thus to store all of X π ⊆ M 4 still needs 99 565 111 869 440 000 ∼ 10 17 Bytes. To enumerate X π applying the strategy described in Section 4 and the slight modification given above, using the ORB package, needs ∼ 1.1 · 10 9 Bytes of memory space, and ∼ 4 800 s ∼ 80 min of CPU time on a 3.2 GHz Pentium IV processor, where both figures include the time and space required to enumerate and store the appropriate portions of the helper sets M 3 , M 2 and M 1 . As we have not enumerated the H-orbits X j directly, but the H-orbits X π j instead, the membership test is done by checking whether x π ∈ X π j holds, whenever j ∈ {1, 3, 4}; the cases j ∈ {3, 4} will be commented on below, while j = 1 only occurs for i = 2 and checking whether x = x 1 is easy anyway.
In turn, as we have enumerated only parts of the X π j explicitly, we have to check a few points in x π H for membership. This only allows us to prove membership, but not to disprove it. Hence we let j vary, and in a first run we test a very few points in x π H, at most 5 say, for membership in X π j . If x π cannot be proven to belong to a particular H-orbit, we start a second run where we test some more points in x π H, at most 1000 say. Now this is done for all x ∈ X 2 g h , and it turns out that after the second run only a very few points have not been proven to belong to a particular H-orbit, in particular including those which belong to X 3 or X 4 .
Hence we have found lower bounds for the matrix entries p h,2,j ∈ N 0 . Now we have 23 j=1 p h,2,j k j = k 2 k h , and moreover p h,2,j = p j,2,h · k j /k h , which is an integrality condition, and in particular implies that p h,2,j = 0 if and only if p h,2,i = 0. It turns out that these conditions are sufficient to find all the matrix Table 6 Intersection matrix P 2 , continued. entries p h,2,j . The resulting intersection matrix P 2 is shown in Tables 5-6 .
Finally, it turns out that all the row eigenspaces of the matrix P tr 2 ∈ Q 23×23 are already 1-dimensional, hence normalising the eigenvectors to have 1 as their first entry yields the character table Φ E , which together with the degrees of the Fitting correspondents is shown in Tables 7-10. 
